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Introduction

▪ Governments increasingly use Internet for 

communication with citizens and residents.

▪ Internet as core communications fabric of modern 

societies.

▪ E-gov depends on the Internet, which relies on the 

Domain Name System (DNS).

▪ E-gov DNS structuring should therefore be resilient 

against (partial) failure to avoid service interruption.
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DNS Resilience and Misconfigurations

▪ The DNS supports various levels of redundancy to become 

more resilient against events such as DoS attacks.

▪ Increasing resilience is not easy task.

▪ The DNS is also prone to many types of configuration errors, 

which can lead to service unreachability.
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DNS 
Authoritative 
and Recursive
Nameservers
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Our Contribution

An evaluation of the infrastructure of e-gov DNS 
providers.

For both web and e-mail governative services

Focusing on DNS and IP-based redundancy
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Our Cases of Study

▪ We study three countries in continental Europe:

1. the Netherlands

2. Sweden

3. Switzerland

▪ And the United States in North America.

We obtain the lists of e-gov domain names for these countries 

and use active measurements to evaluate DNS configuration 

and structuring 7



Datasets

FQDN E-Gov from National Cyber 
Security Center (NL)

Swiss E-Gov Domains from SWITCH 
(.ch registry)

Sweden E-Gov Domains from IIS (.se 
registry)

The .gov domains from US full list of 
governative domains (public datasets).
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Our Measurements

▪ Conducted on 2022-06-08 from a VP in The Netherlands.

▪ Joined with additional anycast measurement using iGreedy

(anycast census tool).

▪ For unicast address, we rely on IP2Location for geolocation.

▪ For IP to ASN mapping, we used CAIDA Prefix2AS dataset.
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Measurement Step-by-step
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Single Provider?

▪ For .nl , .se , and .ch , we notice roughly 

40% of the e-gov domains have a single 

ADNS provider.

▪ For .gov , most domains (80%+) have a 

single ADNS provider.
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DNS 
Centralization

▪ A handful of DNS providers exclusively 

operate most of the domains.

▪ Local DNS providers provide service to 

most of the domains.

▪ A single provider (despite size) is a SPoF
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NS diversity

▪ Most e-gov domains have at least two ADNS servers (two 

different NS records), complying with RFC1034.

▪ The .gov mandate that their domains must have two 

ADNS servers in their operational policy.

▪ Six domain violated this .gov policy.

▪ We notified the .gov registry and registrar of this issue.
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Prefix NS 
Diversity

▪ One-third of .ch e-gov 

domains ADNS servers on 

the same network prefix!

▪ For IPv6, it is even worse: 

40% of the domains with no 

IPv6, and another 40% from 

a single prefix.
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Implications and Suggestions

▪ RFC1034 states that ADNS servers for the same DNS zone 

should be placed in topologically distinct networks.

▪ We have seen that many e-gov domains depend on ADNS 

servers located in the same location.

▪ This creates an unnecessary risk in case of failures or attacks.

▪ We recommend operators to configure ADNS servers in 

distinct networks.
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TLD dependency

▪ Europe use mostly their own 

countries’ ccTLD

▪ The US’s .gov most rely on .com 

domains
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Anycast adoption

▪ Anycast for ADNS proved to be the most effective way to 

overcome DDoS attacks.

▪ Around 58% of .gov domains have one or more anycast ADNS 

servers.

▪ Very few Swiss e-gov domains do.

▪ The Netherlands and Sweden score in between with 

approximately 15–20% of domains.
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TTL and 
Caching

DNS resolvers heavily deploy caching 
of DNS responses to improve 
response times to clients.

This mechanism can suppress the 
effects of DDoS attacks.

The ADNS controls how long records 
should stay in DNS resolver cache by 
setting a time-to-live (TTL) value.

Previous studies suggested to 
configure ADNS NS records to have a 
TTL of at least a few hours.
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TTL(s) of e-govs

▪ Most NS records TTL is equal 

to 1 h, which is considered 

short!

▪ For A/AAAA is even worse!
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External Mail Dependency

▪ MX records must be resolved to determine the location of the 

receiving mail server.

▪ This resolution can involve “external” ADNS infrastructure.

▪ This infrastructure should also be resilient.

▪ Around 80% of mail infrastructure for e-gov domain is hosted 

on third parties.
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Top mail providers

In-country providers
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Recommendation for operators
▪ There is much dependency on single DNS providers, for all countries under 

study.

▪ The e-gov domains should add at least a second DNS provider,

▪ Many e-gov domains have ADNS infrastructure in the same networks.

▪ We recommend e-gov domains to adhere to RFC2182 recommendations.

▪ We recommend operators to carefully set the TTL values of their DNS records.

▪ We also recommend that countries deploy more IP anycast on their ADNS 

servers.
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Conclusion

▪ Our results show that many e-gov domains are not 

following the current recommendations for operation of 

large DNS providers, regardless of country.

▪ This behavior is not free of risks: A motivated attacker could 

stress specific DNS infrastructures to deteriorate the 

reachability of many e-gov domains.

▪ We hope our findings prompt the responsible operators to 

improve the redundancy and resilience of e-gov DNS.
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